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Suggested themes and topics


Devolution



Education and Skills
What are the opportunities for a Skills revolution?

What next for England’s cities, counties, and regions?



Towns and Communities



Green Economy



Housing



Energy

Reimaging our town centres and high streets

Decent, affordable homes at scale; why can’t we deliver?

What industry needs, but doesn’t know it yet

How can the UK have more control over its energy future?



Transport and Connectivity



Employment and Productivity



Digital and Technology



Food Security and Animal Welfare



Crime and Policing



Health

Community, mobility, productivity; rethinking how we connect places

Innovation, competition and the future of the UK’s Tech sector
How can we fix the crisis of confidence in UK policing?

The future of work is hybrid and flexible; adapting to the new norm

The costs and benefits of good food post-Brexit

Achieving total population health; is devolution the answer?

Past speakers include
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Autumn Party Conferences 2022
Benefits of sponsoring
Position your organisation and your
burning topics at the front and centre of
the conference programme
Influence policy and convey your core
messages, by making an impact on
debates
Engage with senior figures from
Westminster and key regions
Be at the forefront of policy innovation
and thought leadership with a
panel of senior politicians, expert
speakers, and packed audiences

What we offer
Complete Event management service
High proﬁle speakers briefed by our policy team
with events chaired by a journalist or senior
ResPublica representative; comprehensive
catering options; and venues at the heart of
conference
Enhanced conference presence
Your representative delivering welcome remarks
or appearing on a panel as a key speaker and full
co-branding in and out of the room
Marketing and media activities
All of our events listed in the official conference
handbooks; a dedicated social media coordinator;
and events promoted to our stakeholder list

Past sponsors include
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Get involved
Get in touch to discuss your
bespoke Party Conference
package, including discounts for
Charities and multiple events.
Mike Mavrommatis
Head of External Affairs
mike.mavrommatis@
respublica.org.uk
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